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Friction in the Roll Bite Under Various H ot Rolling Conditions
W. Sun1’2’3, K. Tieu2, H. Li2, Z. Jiang2, G. W ang3, X. Liu3
(1.Technical Centre, Jinan Iron and Steel Ltd., Jinan China 250101; 2. Faculty o f Engineering, U niversity
o f W ollongong, N SW 2522 A ustralia; 3. The State K ey Laboratory o f R olling and A utom ation, N ortheastern
University, Shenyang C hina 110004)
Abstract: In this paper, the effect o f hot rolling param eters on the friction coefficient was studied by
inverse calculation on the experim ental roll loads where the hot rolling experim ents w ere carried out at
7.5-45.0% reductions, 0.12-0.72m /s speeds and tem perature o f 850-1025°C. D ry rolling, w ater, oil/w ater
mixture em ulsion and pure oil w ere used as lubricants in the experim ents. In carrying out the calculation, a
flow stress model for the present test material was first obtained experim entally. H ot rolling param eters,
including reduction, roll speed, w ork piece entry tem perature and lubrication conditions, w ere investigated
to determ ine their effect on friction coefficient and m ill loads. The effect o f oxide scale thickness after
rolling on friction was also exam ined.
Keywords: friction coefficient, oxide scale, lubrication, hot rolling o f steel

1 In tro d u ctio n
Friction in the roll bite during steel rolling has always been a topic o f interest. As reported in
reference [1’2], friction affects significantly the rolling load, roll wear, and strip shape, and, the
friction requirement and roll speed control are im portant during threading and rolling on a hot
strip mill. In fact, the steel processing param eters, such as reductions, rolling speeds,' rolling
temperature, surface roughness and scaling, affect the interfacial conditions in the roll bite
and hence the friction coefficient [3l Therefore, many studies on the effects o f hot rolling
parameters on friction have been carried out in the past two decades [4"18]. H owever, almost all
the studies employed the prim ary scales that were resulted from reheating in the furnace, even
though oxide scale thickness were concerned in some cases t9’ I4,16"17’ 19l W hat is more, the
studies on the effect o f hot rolling param eters w ere often focused on individual param eters. A
comprehensive understanding o f the influence from as m any param eters on friction still needs
to be made further.
The objective o f this paper is to study how the hot rolling param eters affect the friction and
mill loads. The study is to be carried out in two new areas. One is that all the investigation on
friction focus on the so called ‘secondary oxide scale’ surface, on w hich the oxide scales
created in the reheating furnace were removed. The second is that as many as the rolling
parameters, such as reduction, roll speed, rolling tem perature and the oxide scale thickness,
are taken into account to make an integrate analysis on friction. Influence o f test material
original surface roughness was also taken into account in analyzing the dependence o f friction
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coefficient on hot rolling conditions.
2 Materials and experiments
Material. Steel for rolling experiments is a mild steel. Table 1 shows the chemical
compositions o f the material. The steel bar was 100mm wide and 450mm long. Surface o f the
rolling test coupons were as-supplied and ground to 0.075pm, 0.30pm and 3.0pm roughness
along rolling direction before heating.
Table 1 Chem ical com position o f the steel (mass, %)

c

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

Ni

Cu

Mo

A l-T

Ti

0.18

0.18

0.95

0.026

0.027

0.10

0.067

0.13

0.19

0.004

<0.003

Experiment procedure. Hot rolling experiments were carried out on a 2-high Hille 100
experimental rolling mill. Detailed description o f the rolling mill can be found in Ref. [23].
The reheating furnace was prelim inarily soaked for 2-3 hours at 1200°C before heating o f
samples. Due to the sensitivity o f oxide scale to heating time, samples were heated one by
one in the furnace and soaked for 5 m inutes at 1200°C so that all the samples would have
same thermal history in the furnace and that the influence o f heating tim e on the scale
thickness would be minimized. Samples were descaled before rolling operation. Reductions
for hot rolling were 7.5, 15.0, 25.0, 35.0 and 45.5% at 0.12m/s speed to investigate the effect
o f deformation on the friction coefficient at four temperatures as o f 850, 900, 950 and
1025°C. There were five lubrication conditions, which included water, 1/100 oil/water
mixture and 1/200 oil/water mixture, pure oil and without lubrication, were applied to exam
the effect o f lubrication on the coefficient o f friction. On account o f the effect o f speed on
the friction coefficient, four speeds were selected 0.12, 0.24, 0.48 and 0.72m/s. All samples
were cooled in a cooling box with inert gas protection. The m entioned lubrication oil was
donated by Quaker Chem icals Ltd., Australia.
Hot tensile tests. In order to accomplish the friction coefficient assessm ent, a flow stress
model for the present tested steel material was set up by regressing the hot tensile test results
from the GLEEBLE-3500 Thermal M echanical Simulation Machine. The hot tension tests
temperatures were from 800-1100°C and strain rates were from 0.5-10s' .
Oxide scale thickness. Oxide scale thicknesses o f samples after rolling were m easured by
using an optical microscope on the as-rolled sample surface along the rolling direction.
3 Inverse calculation for friction coefficient and flow stress m odel
A num erical model by A lexander was used to determine friction coefficient by an inverse
calculation, in which the calculated rolling force was matched till it was less than 1% error
w ith the measured one by varying the friction coefficient value. This program was developed
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on the basis o f Orowan’s rolling model. The features and theory adapted in this model were
detailed in [20], According to [3], the yield stress o f a steel can be described as

Y = (jp0-e-ar-k]£m'-k 2em>

(1)

where Y the yield stress, o p0 the base yield stress, s and e& the strain and strain rate (s '1), T
temperature in IC, a, lq, 1<2,mi and m 2 are all constants. In the A lexander’s program , the flow
stress is modified in the following shape [2()|:
Y = Y0e~aT (1 + Be)"1 x (1 + D s f 2
(2)
where Yfl, a, B, D, n ] and n2 are constant. Assum ing B=D=1000 » 1 , equation (2) still
complies to equation (1). Then the constants YQ, a, n, and n2 in equation (7.2) are easily to be
determined by multiple-regression. The regression result o f the m entioned hot tensile tests is
shown in equation (3):
Y = 158.44 xexp(-0.002532T) x (1 +1000A)0'3695 x(l + IOOO5 ? ) 0 1 0 9 7

(3)

in which T, e and s are the same as those in equations (1) and (2). F ig .l illustrates
comparison between the present flow stress model and Shida’s model [30J in two cases.
According to the chemical analysis o f the present testing m aterial, Ceq equals 0.34 when
calculating yield stress with Shida’s equation in F ig .l. The result in figure 1 dem onstrates
that the present model is consistent w ith Shida’s model. The range o f application for
equation (3) is limited to temperatures between 800-1100°C, strain rate from 0.5-lO s'1, a
strain below 0.6 and a constant Ceq equals 0.34 for a m ild steel. The item Yoe'aTin equation
(3) had to be pre-calculated as an input data as well as ni and n 2 in equation (2) for each
calculation.
—*“ siraiBi=0.3, strain rate* Is* , SMda
sjraiii=0.3, strain: rate* Is**, the. present
—
'S ? jr a iB = f i. 3 , strain rate=1@sA Shida
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Fig. 1 Com parison o f the present strain-stress curve with S h id a’s m odel

4 Results and Discussion
Effect o f entry temperature on the friction coefficient at various reductions. There are
two lubrication conditions considered. Fig.2 illustrates the effect o f hot rolling tem perature on
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the friction coefficient at various reductions and at a certain rolling speed when rolling was
carried out without lubrication and with oil lubrication. The original sample surface was
Ra=0.30pm. In the cases without lubrication, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), the rolling temperatures
were from 835-1029°C that were grouped into four series as 850, 900, 950 and 1025°C
respectively. The nom inal reductions were catalogued into four groups as 7.5, 15, 25 and 35%
that were controlled in 6.0-35%. Rolling speed for the experiments in Fig. 2 was 0.12m/s. The
coefficient o f friction increases with reduction or as temperature decreases. From Fig. 2, it can
be seen that friction coefficient increases more rapidly w ith tem perature decreases without
lubrication than with lubrication, consistent w ith R o b erts[31]. However, the inverse calculation
results show that friction coefficient o f the present study is smaller than the published ones in
[1-2, 31] where for an industrial hot mill or hot strip mill, the speed is much higher. In [31],
Roberts also reports that the friction coefficient is 0.25-0.50 when the hot mill is cooled only
by water, w hilst friction coefficient decreases to 0.22-0.28 with a typical lubricant is-applied
in hot rolling.

Fig. 2 E ffect o f rolling tem perature on the friction coefficient and at various reduction.
R olling speed=0.10-0.12m /s for the present study and 0.196m/s for M unther and L enard’s [22]

In Fig. 2(a), the results were com pared w ith those o f M unther and L enard’s [22] whose data
were applicable to low carbon steel AISI1018 on an experimental hot mill. From Fig. 2, it can
be seen that the present friction coefficient values are approxim ately 10-30% larger than those
in Ref. [22]. The difference between the present results in Fig.2 and M unthor’s was that the
hot rolling speed in the latter study was 0.196m/s while it was about 0.12m/s in the present. In
the m eantim e, sample surface was controlled as a uniform “secondary” oxide scale layer
about 40-80pm in the present study while in [22] “the specimens w as rolled w ith the scale
on” after they were preheated for 90 m inutes at 1200°C. There should be much difference in
scale thickness betw een the present study and M unther and Lenard’s, w ith the latter expected
to be m uch thicker. The difference in rolling speeds and oxide scale thickness between the
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two sets o f results may be responsible for the difference o f friction coefficient. For
oil-lubricating conditions, Fig.2 (b) shows the influence o f tem perature on friction coefficient
for various reductions. Generally, the coefficient o f friction increases with reduction.
However, the effect o f temperature on friction coefficient was m odified by lubrication.
Although it increases slightly when temperature decreases at each reduction, the change o f
friction coefficient due to temperature is not significant. The heavier is the reduction, the
smaller the change will be. At reductions o f 35% and 43%, it seems that friction coefficient
changes little when the entry temperature decreases from 1025 to 850°C. As a whole, the
friction coefficient for lubricated condition is smaller than w ithout lubricating. The value o f
friction coefficient is between 0.16-0.17 when reduction is 35% for exam ple com pared with
0.225-0.26 when there is no lubrication applied. This also com plies for other reductions.
Effect o f entry tem perature on the friction coefficient at various rolling speed.

Fig.3

illustrates the effect o f temperature on friction coefficient when rolling was can ied out at
various speeds and at 15% reduction without lubrication. The nom inal rolling speeds are 0.12,
0.24, 0.48 and 0.72m/s that were controlled in a range from 0.10-0.72m /s. As it can be seen
from Fig. 3 that values for the coefficient o f friction decreases w ith entry tem perature when
rolling was carried out without lubrication in the present study. R olling speed is another
im portant factor on friction coefficient. The higher is the rolling speed, the sm aller the friction
coefficient will be. For example, the friction coefficient changes from 0.16 to 0.14 at
approxim ately 900°C when rolling speed increases from 0.12m/s to 0.72m/s. A ccording to
Fig.3, the friction coefficient at 15% reduction and 0.196m /s speed from M unther and
Lenard’s are quite close to that at 0.24m/s in the present study, indicating reasonable
calculation result.
W Bhosa la b rie a iio n
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Fig. 3 Effect o f entry tem perature on friction coefficient at various rolling speeds
w ithout lubrication, comparing with [22]
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Influence o f lubrication conditions on the friction coefficient. The effect o f lubrication on
friction was further exam ined at 900°C entry temperature w ith five lubrication conditions:
dry-lubricated, water, 1:200 and 1:100 oil/water emulsions, and pure oil. Fig. 4 displays the
results o f the effect o f lubrication conditions on friction coefficient at different reductions. All
the sample original surface roughness before reheating was 0.30pm. Nominal rolling speed
was 0.12m/s and entry temperatures was 900°C. From Fig. 4, there is little difference in the
coefficients o f friction between w ater and the 1:200 oil/water mixed emulsion. The values o f
friction coefficient w ith no lubricant sit next to these two lubricants. For all the reduction
conditions, the friction coefficient under pure oil lubrication were smaller than those w ithout
lubrication. The effect from the 1:100 oil/water mixed em ulsion on friction coefficient was
changing w ith reduction. At a lower reduction which is smaller than 27.5%, the friction
coefficient for 1:100 oil/w ater emulsions is among the values for water, 1:200 oil/w ater
mixture and dry-lubrication. As reduction increases, its value becomes sm aller than these
three cases. W hen heavy reduction was applied, 37.5% for example, the friction coefficient o f
the 1TOO em ulsion case becomes even smaller than that at oil-lubricated condition. Increasing
rolling speed brings about very limited reduction o f friction coefficient with water, 1:100
oil/water mixture and oil lubrication, as shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 4 E ffect o f lubricating conditions on
friction coefficient: R olling speed=12m /s
and entry tem peratures= 9 0 0 °C

Fig. 5 Effect o f lubrications on friction
coefficient and mill loads at various rolling
speed: reduction=15.2% , tem perature=900 C

Effect o f sam ple original sam ple surface roughness on friction. The influence o f surface
roughness on friction in cold metal forming process has frequently been reported in the past
few years t24'28^ w hilst it is seldom reported in hot rolling. The developm ent o f oxide scale
layers on hot steel m odifies the steel sample surface during preheating and exposed to
atm osphere during the rolling and hence, giving rise to a more com plex circumstances than in
cold rolling. The interface between the tool and the work piece is expected to involve the
oxide scale and the work-roll surface. Fresh hot metal may be pushed through cracks in the
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oxide scale layer and contacted with the cold roll surface.
(to
- as-suppltsd surrace
-o.Ouirt surface
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Fig. 6 Effect o f sam ple original surface roughness on friction coefficient: rolling speed=12m /s and entry
tem perature=900°C: (a) at various reductions; (b) at various rolling speeds

Fig.6 displays the effect o f the sample original surface roughness on the friction coefficient
without lubrication. From Fig. 6, there exists significant difference in the values o f the friction
coefficient due to original sample surface roughness. Even though the values o f the friction
coefficient increase as reduction increases, the order in which the original surface roughness
affects friction coefficient is unpredictable. However, the sensitivity o f friction coefficient to
reduction seems to be larger for a ground surface, as can be seen in Fig.6. Friction on samples
with as-supplied surface increases m oderately with reduction com pared with the three sample
groups that were mechanically ground. Friction coefficient decreases w ith rolling speed but
not significant on the samples with as-supplied surface and the 0.30pm m achined surface
cases.
Effect o f oxide scale thickness on friction. In the case o f the effect o f oxide scale thickness
on friction, it was that “thin scale promotes sliding friction with sm ooth rolls but sticking
friction with rough ro lls 13].” A linear relationship between the friction coefficient pand oxide
scale thickness
after rolling £exit (in pm) was presented by Yu and L en a rd [iy|:
M = 0.369 - 0 . 0 0 0 6 ^ ,

(4)

In equation (4), value o f is from 10-80pm, working out an influence value o f 0.0048 on the
friction coefficient. However, in the present it is not easy to find any significant relationship
between the coefficient o f friction and the scale layer thickness for both ‘w ithout lubrication’
and ‘with lubrication’. Fig.7 summarizes the friction coefficient as function o f oxide scale
thickness without lubrication and with oil-lubrication.
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Fig. 7 Friction coefficient as function o f oxide scale layer thickness. Entry tem perature=835-1030°C ;
R eduction=6.2-44.2% ; Speed=0.09-0.72m /s: (a) w ithout lubrication; (b) at oil-lubrication

Many authors presented formulae to calculate friction coefficient for hot rolling o f flat steel.
O f all the results, linear relationship is usually used in accounting for the influence o f rolling
parameters. R o b erts1311 found the friction coefficient increases with tem perature, as shown in
equation 5, where the author analyzed the data from a 2-high experim ental rolling mill, an
84-inch hot strip m ill and a 132-inch hot strip mill.
ju = 2.7 xlO “4T - 0.08

(5)

in w hich T is the tem perature in °F. H owever, many others gave opposite results from the
effect o f work piece temperature. Rowe

and Underwood [29] who presented similar

equation in describing the influence o f tem perature on friction coefficient, as illustrated in
equations (6) and (7).
// = 0 .8 4 -0 .0 0 0 4 7
// = 1 .0 5 -0 .0 0 0 5 7

(7)

where the tem perature T (°C) is in excess o f 700°C. According to G eleji’s work that was
quoted by Lenard

friction coefficient was described as linear functions o f rolling speed

and work-piece tem perature depending on w ork roll materials:
// = 1.05 - 0.00057 - 0.056u

for steel roll

(8)

jli =

for double poured and cast roll

(9)

0 .9 4 - 0.00057 -0.056r>

// = 0 .8 2 -0 .0 0 0 5 7 -0 .0 5 6 l>

for ground roll

(10)

where T is the w ork-piece tem perature in °C and v is the rolling velocity in m/s. According
to equations (5)-(10), an effort o f m ultiple regressions to correlate friction coefficient with all
the rolling param eters was made using the following model:
//= a x f+ b x o + c x T + d x ^ + e

(11)

where a, b, c, d and e are constant, s reduction in %, v the roll circum ferential velocity in
m/s, T entry tem perature in °C and £ scale thickness after rolling, in pm , for which the
ranges for the param eters are in 6.2-44.2% , 0.09-0.72m/s, 835-1030°C and 14.7-45.4pm
respectively. The regression results have been shown as equations (12) and (13).
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/W lub = 0-404 + 0.00475 - 0.056N - 0.000337 -7 .2 5 x 1 (T54

(12)

/2,Mub=0.138 + 0.00285 - 0 .0 1 7 N - 8 .1 7 x l0 - 5r - 6 . 2 0 x l 0 - 5^

(13)

According to the regression results, roll circumferential velocity and entry temperature,
whose absolute values o f t-ratio are larger than 1, exhibit significant influence on the friction
coefficient [21l The maximum influence o f scale thickness on the friction coefficient is
0.0033 for without lubrication and 0.0028 for lubrication respectively. W hen lubrication is
applied, the effect oxide scale thickness on the friction coefficient is m uch sm aller than
without lubrication. However, absolute t-ratio value o f param eter dis less than 1, indicating
that insignificant effect o f scale thickness at exit o f roll bite on the friction coefficient. Thus,
the effect o f scale thickness on the coefficient o f friction is neglectable. Equations (14) and
(15)

are the friction coefficient at both without and with lubrication as functions o f the

indicated rolling param eters except for scale thickness at the roll bite exit.

/Whib = 0.405+ 0.0047f -0.057u -0.0003 3T

(14)

Moii-iub = 0.138 + 0.0028£-- 0 .0 1 7 u - 8 . 17 xlO -5! 7

(15)

Even though scale thickness is not included in equations (14) and (15), it is assum ed that its
effect may lie in the term o f temperature, which displays a significant effect on scale
thickness. In the present model, the effects o f work-piece tem perature and the roll speed on
friction coefficient are quite close to Geleji’s ^ , R ow e128-1and Underwood^29-1, as illustrated in
equations (6)-(10). Fig. 8 illustrates the comparison between the inverse calculated friction
coefficient and the one predicted by the present models in equations (14)-(15). From Fig. 8,
it demonstrates that the present models have reasonable accuracy. The results were
summarized in Fig.8 for both ‘without lubrication’ and ‘with lubrication’ respectively, where
the work-piece entry temperature, work roll circumferential velocity and reduction vary
linearly with friction.
uGhoat ItiSslcaStei

^

MaufirlcaKin

Fig. 8 Com parison betw een the inverse calculated and the predicted by the present m odels: (a) w ithout
lubrication; (b) oil-lubrication
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5 Conclusions
In the present study, the effect o f hot rolling param eters on the friction coefficient was studied
by inverse calculation on the experimental roll loads. In carrying out the calculation, a flow
stress model for the present test material was first obtained experimentally. Hot rolling
parameters, including reduction, roll speed, work piece entry tem perature and lubrication
conditions, were investigated to determine their effect on friction coefficient and mill loads.
The influence o f sample original surface roughness and roll surface state were also examined.
(1) Generally, coefficient o f friction increases w ith reduction increases and as temperature
decreases for rolling w ithout lubrication. W ith oil as lu b rican t, the influence o f
temperature on the friction coefficient is insignificant.
(2) For all temperatures, friction coefficient decreases as rolling speed increases. However,
effect o f entry tem perature on friction at each rolling speed is insignificant.
(3) Exam ination on the effect o f em ulsion lubricant on friction coefficient indicates the
effectiveness o f oil-lubrication at reduction less than 35%. A t a higher reduction, the
1:100 oil/water m ixed em ulsion proves to be more effective.
(4) The original sample surface roughness also displays a significant effect on friction
coefficient. In the present study, it seems that the rougher the original sample surface is
the more sensitive is the friction coefficient on reduction.
(5) Linear regression results o f friction coefficient as a function o f relative rolling param eters
can be written as:

/U-iub = °-405 + 0.0047* - 0.057i; - 0.000337
TGv-iub =0.138 + 0.0028* - 0.01 I v - 8.17 x 1O'57
However, it has been found that the oxide scale layer thickness does not have a significant
influence on friction coefficient.
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